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We offer top efficiency in the field of individual and economic labelling machines  
for all capacity ranges.

Quality with tradition – For more than 30 years GERNEP labelling machines set the standards in 
functionality and precision in the beverage, food and non-food industry.  
Being a problem solver we offer our machines with economic and expandable solutions with 
secure future investment value.

Our Philosophy
Being one of the leaders in the labelling market not only means we offer excellent quality but also offer 
the whole range of front end consultative partner skills and being a reliable service provider. Combining 
these qualities requires a maximum of creativity and technology and we meet these challenges every 
day.

Our Focus – The Customer
The labelling requests of our customers and their satisfaction are the top priority for us.  
In times of constant competition, "exceptional" product designs and the economic implementation 
become more and more important. We meet these requirements with our personal commitment 
and our innovative labelling machines – for all ranges of capacity.

Our Point of View – Perfection up to the Final Touch
Our modular designed labelling machines comply with the highest engineering tradition Made in 
Germany. Starting with the customer-specific design, the choice of high-quality and long-lasting 
materials, quality-tested production and seamless after-sales service, each GERNEP labelling 
machine provides for perfect functionality for many years to come.

Our Goal – Partnership
Trust, reliability and our know-how form the basis of our business relationship with our custo-
mer, as well as with employees and suppliers. Due to the quality and the future-proof expansion 
possibilities of our labelling machines and our market knowledge, we are your ideal partner for 
market-oriented product designs.

Self-adhesive labelling  
from the roll

Eye-catcher
Labels create brand names in all fields of the beverage, 
food and non-food industry. 

The trend towards high-quality labelling equipment and 
unusual container designs places high demands on the la-
belling machines. On the one hand high-speed labelling is re-
quired and on the other hand, quick and efficient changeover 
possibilities to other container formats are required, and other 
label formats and types are also needed.
The modular design and the possibility of combining different 
labelling systems onto one machine means that the GERNEP 
labelling machines economically meet all current and future 
requirements.

Unlimited labelling options
• well-established wet glue labelling
• flexible self-adhesive labelling
• innovative hot melt wrap-around labelling 
• combination of the different labelling systems

LABETTA SK
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COMBI
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High-end technology  
wet glue labelling
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Wrap-around  
labelling with  
hot glue from  
the magazine

Wrap-around  
labelling from  
the reel with hot glue

Possible combinations  
of wet glue, self-adhesive 
or hot glue labelling on 
one machine



Our labelling technology –  
flexible and future-proof
A fast moving market with increasing requirements concerning 
performance and flexibility in designs and new labelling tech-
nologies is a challenge for us and our customers. As a flexible 
partner, we offer you our intelligent and versatile machine 
concepts to realize a variety of possibilities for future-proof 
equipment solutions.

High-end technology  
universal wet glue labelling
For the traditional wet glue labelling of pre-cut paper labels from the  
magazine we present our newly designed oil lubricated labelling unit. 
The removable oscillating, rubberized glue palettes are adjustable in 
order to reach an optimal glue pattern. A stainless steel glue roller and 
split glue scraper blade for glue-saving and fine adjustment of the glue 
thickness ensure a trouble-free handling in continuous operation and 
perfect label positioning.

Hot melt wrap-around labelling
For wrap-around labelling of paper or foil labels alternatively pre-cut 
from the magazine or from the label roll we use a special hot melt  
system for contact-free glue application. The advantage of the closed 
hot melt system is the reduced glue usage as well as reduced contami-
nation of the machine, as only the start and end of the label are glued. 
The use of hot melt means, that this system is perfectly suitable for 
processing PET bottles or jars / cans.

Flexible self-adhesive labelling
In addition to cost saving advantages from elimination of label magazi-
nes and pallet fittings, the high flexibility in design and the possibility of 
using no-label-look labels also play a part. Our accurate label transfer 
enables precise positioning, even in a container recess or larger label 
areas. Self-adhesive label dispensing from the roll is synchronized with 
the container speed and transported to the dispenser lip by accurate 
servo control, positioned by micro scanners, transferred over the  
dispenser edge and applied to the container.

Combined labelling systems – Labelling machines 
with almost unlimited possibilities
The combination of different labelling systems, such as wet glue and 
self-adhesive labelling in one machine offers almost unlimited possi-
bilities for the beverage, food and non-food industries. Therefore, the 
respective advantages and possibilities of each labelling device and 
system can be combined at the same time on one container.

For example: Tin foiling, front and back label or OPP label from the reel, 
side excise strip, distinction and neck ring label.

Thanks to the modularity and the expandability of our machines with the 
different labelling devices, there are almost no limits to satisfying future 
market requirements.

Machine Drive
The drive of the GERNEP labelling machines is by a frequency-controlled 
three phase AC motor. The integration of a programmable logic control 
(PLC) not only ensures a reliable mode of operation, but it also opens up the 
possibility of upgrading for various additional attachments and exchange of 
signals with different line components.
Detectors located in the bottle infeed and outfeed allow fully automatic ope-
ration and speed control. The electrical installation is completely designed 
for integration into new or existing lines.
Additional components and control devices can be flexibly integrated into 
the machine concept.

Control of Bottle Plates 
The control of the bottle plates is dependent on the machine type. The con-
trol either occurs via mechanically cam segments, or with the ROLLINA and 
ROLLFED machine types used for wrap-around labelling, by a tooth belt that 
controls the rotation of the bottle plate. Alternatively the bottle plates can be 
controlled by computer-controlled servo motors located at each bottle plate.
This allows programmable turning of each different container format accor-
ding to the labelling requirements and perfect application of the labels.

Operation/Maintenance
The easy reachable control panel is ergonomically integrated at the top of 
the machine. All operating switches control and power displays are clearly 
arranged there. The availability of an optional rotary arm with a wide opera-
ting range means that the location of the control panel is flexible. On request 
the entire machine operation can be performed by a touch-screen with 
state of the art microelectronics. The current operating procedure data is 
continuously displayed. Output data, parameter settings and causes of faults 
appear as a text field. Good accessibility, easy maintenance and smooth 
operation are the basic requirements for each GERNEP labelling machine. 
The clear design allows easy access to each component within the machine 
for maintenance and cleaning.

Intelligent concepts for  
sophisticated equipment
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From Mini to Maxi

The new GERNEP labelling station –  
the innovation of universal  
wet glue labelling.  
Even tried and established methods can be improved. We set new standards 
in compactness, ease of maintenance and ease of use with our newly 
developed wet glue unit. In addition to providing tried and tested parts such 
as removable and adjustable rubberised glue palettes, stainless steel glue 
roller, split glue scraper blade for glue-saving application and oil lubricated  
gears, the new unit was designed to be more attractive appearance, 
compact, hermetically sealed against condensate penetration and easier to 
operate and maintain.

Robust, sturdy, Made in Germany
Practical
As much technology as necessary – as economical as possible! Our 
labelling machines are practical designs, which partly rely on decades 
of experience but also on the most modern concepts in mechanical and 
electronic engineering.

Individual
The modular construction system means that every GERNEP labelling 
machine is a tailor-made special machine designed  to the customer’s 
requirements which operate economically  at peak efficiency and can be 
expanded, at low cost, to meet future requirements or be prepared ready  
for additional options, prior to supply.

Made in Germany
The entire machine design, from the robust welded base frame, the gear 
with helical precision gear wheels, the stainless steel cladding and the 
new user friendly control panel, are all in the best German engineering 
tradition.

User friendly and durable
Wear resistant plastics and optimum corrosion protection ensure 
optimum machine availability for many years. The well arranged layout 
of all units, their easy adjustment to different container formats and the 
operation of the ergonomically integrated control panel on the machine 
present no problems, even for inexperienced operators.

Compact – from engineering to electronics 
The complete electrical system for the drive, servo motors, photoelectric 
alignment and camera systems is clear and easy to maintain and is inte-
grated into the machine base. Separate space-consuming switching and 
control cabinets are not required.



Beer
Our equipment possibilities for beer are 
unlimited
We cover all requirements of modern brewery 
equipment with our labelling machines – whe-
ther traditional wet glue labelling with pre-cut 
labels from the magazine or self-adhesive 
labels from the roll. 

Wine/Sparking Wine
Noble equipment for a noble beverage
Our equipment has an unlimited range of 
possibilities which enables us to meet all bottle 
shape and equipment requirements.
Whether pre-cut labels, free form design labels 
or self-adhesive labels from the roll.

Water/Soft Beverage/Juices
Wrap-around perfect for glass and PET
Here we are perfect “all-round“. Our precision 
labelling units for hot melt wrap-around labels 
from the magazine or from the reel and for 
shaped labels with wet glue or self-adhesive 
provide for glass or PET containers of all 
designs and categories.

Food
Oval, angular or round 
Whether glass, tinplate or plastic containers for 
seasonings, yoghurts and sauces and much more 
– we deal with these demanding requirements 
for solutions and efficient processing on a daily 
basis. 

Non Food
Open to everything
Over 30 years experience and the synergies from 
other sectors make us specialists in labelling 
small and large glass, plastic and metal contai-
ners alike. 
Our ability to deal with large and small containers 
such as spray cans, phials, or tubes, large plastic, 
glass and ceramic packs makes us your reliable 
and creative partner for matters of product 
labelling. 

 

Optional  
Special Attachments
Based on our flexible modular construction system, optional 
special attachments can be considered during the planning 
process if requested which means that future upgrading or 
modification is quick and efficient.

As an established manufacturer of labelling machines for containers made of 
glass, plastic, metal and a range of moulded container formats, we operate in all 
relevant sectors on a worldwide basis.
As a medium sized company with substantial in-house vertical integration we 
are in a position to accommodate special customer requirements rapidly and 
consistently.

Clamping star
On request our labelling machines 
can be equipped with clamping  
stars in the bottle infeed and 
discharge for frequent change-
over of bottles with slight diameter 
differences. Clamping stars are 
also used for targeted container 
arrest for sealing, swing top and 
revenue stamp labels as well as for 
photoelectric alignment.

Mechanical alignment of  
swing top bottles
We can equip our machines with 
an alignment star on the bottle 
infeed, either as a standard  
feature or as a retrofit for precise  
alignment of swing top bottles 
which ensure accurate label  
positioning at all times.

Tax stamp labelling
We offer a special unit for wet glue 
or hot glue labelling to handle tax 
stamp labels on wine and spirits 
bottles. The unit can be integrated 
in the machine ex-works or it can 
be prepared for retrofit. 

Mechanical alignment system 
using a notch at the bottle base 
or bottle side
Individual bottles with relief, logos, 
signatures or special label areas 
require accurate alignment for label-
ling. Various mechanical alignment 
systems in the infeed star or in the 
machine carousel can be integrated 
for bottles with an orientation notch 
on the base or side.

Dating/Coding
We can apply control and test data 
such as code numbers, batch and 
content information as well as date 
etc. to almost any area of the label 
or bottle with our date marking 
units. Depending on the require-
ments, we use inkjet printers, laser 
printers or simple stamping or hot 
stamping systems.

Label monitoring
We supply a sensor base monito-
ring station and label positioning 
monitoring with a camera system 
for checking the presence of labels 
on containers of all types. 
Bottles where labels are missing 
can be separated out by a rejection 
system, e.g. pusher (option).

Tin foiling
The GERNEP tin foiling system, 
consisting of container and pallet 
fittings as well as a separate ro-
tating brush application station, is 
designed for tapered or round tin 
foiling on the bottle neck. The tin 
foil is positioned exactly over the 
body label.

Seal strips and cap labelling
We apply seal strips and cap labels 
with or without a sealing flap to 
any type of container with our own 
labelling unit which is adapted to 
the specific requirements. They are 
glued with wet glue or self-adhesive 
labels are used.

Optical alignment systems
Various modern optical alignment 
systems using sensors or cameras 
are available for sparkling wine or 
wine bottles with lettering on the 
crown cap, spirits bottles with reliefs 
and different designs or food and 
non-food sector moulded bottles with 
defined label area.

Servo drives for bottle plates
We offer computer controlled servo 
motors located at each bottle plate 
as an option for the perfect control 
of the bottle plates. This allows 
programmable turning of each dif-
ferent container format according 
to the labelling requirements and 
perfect application of the labels.

Compelling labelling solutions
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Spirits
From paper to foil labels and no-label-look 
from the roll.
Our specialisation in individual equipment 
solutions means that our machines’ are future-
proof for the varied requirements, whether for 
cylindrical bottles or moulded bottles with or 
without alignment. 



Configuration possibilities:

The GERNEP LABETTA cold gluing system with 
its many years of proven use utilizes all the 
benefits of traditional cold gluing of pre-cut 
paper labels from the label magazine. Flexible: 
when there are container combinations or 
bottle changes, different shaped labels can be 
located accurately on dry or damp bottles.  

Thanks to minimum magazine dimensions and 
a perfected plug-in system small gaps can also 
be accommodated in positioning the labels – 
the prerequisite for implementing demanding 
design requirements.

The flexibility means that front, spot and back 
labels, neck ring labels, sparkling wine loops, 
swing-top cap and seal security labels, wine 
seals, sloping strips, medallions and tin foiling 
can be applied to bottles.

High-end technology universal cold glue labelling  

GERNEP LABETTA
Robust and sturdy – Made in Germany

This versatile machine with fixed label magazines covers all traditional labelling  
requirements. The combination of established techniques such as stainless 
steel gluing roller, rubberised and adjustable glue pallets, split glue scraper 
blade with glue saving fine adjustment for glue thickness, overlay gear box 
drive for accurate label positioning and split table cam for efficient changeover 
for other container sizes makes these labelling machines unmistakable in their 
performance class.

Flexible for economical  
individual solutions

LABETTA labelling machines can be eco-
nomically retrofitted for other bottle formats 
without any problem.
The table cam is divided in segments and 
can be adapted at low cost, increasing the 
flexibility for future bottle labelling. In addi-
tion, the pallets can be individually adjusted 
for optimum glue pattern. Bottle alignment, hot 
glue unit and date device can be retrofitted at 
any time.

Capacity range:  

Our labelling machines are customer orien-
tated individual solutions which we adapt to 
the respective capacity and format. 
 
This means we develop and produce small 
and compact machines for small capacities 
right up to high performance machines over 
a whole range of equipment configurations. 

Labels:

�■  Pre-cut paper labels

�■  Pre-cut aluminium labels

Containers:

Glass, plastic, metal and moulded containers

Gluing system:

High-end technology cold glue

Additional attachments:

Modular, upgradable for 
future requirements 

Our flexible modular construction system 
means that we are able to incorporate opti-
onal additional attachments at the planning 
stage and retrofitting and changeover can 
be quickly and easily carried out.

More at: www.gernep.de

Fully automatic labelling machine for  
glass and PET containers

Precision labelling unit for wet gluing

Our new concept labelling unit with all gears 
and bearing working in oil bath based on our unit 
proven over many years is used for traditional 
cold glue labelling of pre-cut paper labels from 
the magazine. The interchangeable oscillating, 
rubberised glue pallets are adjustable for optimum  
glue pattern. The stainless steel glue roller and 
the split glue scraper blade for glue saving fine 
adjustment ensure trouble-free operation in 
continuous use and perfect label positioning.

Drive and control

The GERNEP labelling machine drive is by a 
frequency controlled three phase AC motor. 
The integration of a (PLC) programmable logic 
control ensures not only reliable operation but 
opens up the opportunity of uprating of the 
LABETTA labelling machine with numerous 
additional attachments.

Benefits

�■  Oil lubricated gears giving long life service.   

�■  Hermetically condensate protected. 

�■  Glue pallets are wear resistant, individually  
 exchangeable and adjustable.
�■  Glue pallets adjustable for   
 optimum glue pattern.
�■  Automatic ” no bottle – no label –no glue“  
 is standard on the machine.
�■   Unit adjustment for label setting through  

a implemented overlay gear, even while 
machine is running.

�■  Maintenance free, heated glue   
 pump is standard.

Operation, maintenance, changeover

■  �No tools are required for changing to 
different container formats.

�■   Setting to different bottle heights  
is by electric height adjustment  
in the higher capacity ranges. 

�■  Table cover and bottle table are  
 maintenance free.
�■  �Comprehensive safety systems are installed 

on the machine for personal safety.

System benefits of the GERNEP LABETTA

�■  High machine availability using brand name components   
 for drive and control
�■  Carousel-type construction for accurate bottle guidance
�■  Space saving, compact construction
�■  Tried and tested high-end technology wet glue labelling
�■  Stainless steel glue rollers with rubberised pallets
�■  Glue pallets adjustable for optimum glue pattern
�■  Split glue scraper blade with fine adjustment for glue thickness 
�■  Maintenance free table cam divided in segments 
�■  Special overlay gear box  
 for accurate label positioning
�■  Reliable PLC control
�■  Comprehensive safety systems
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Configuration possibilities:

Square, round and oval glass, plastic or 
metal containers can be efficiently and cost 
effectively labelled with front, back, neck ring, 
seal labels, tax stamp labels and no-look-labels 
with our innovative self-adhesive labelling from 
the roll. 
The GERNEP LABETTA SK allows for labels to be 
applied to the bottles either by the label leading 
edge or by the label centre axis.
We offer our customers all the possibilities and 
benefits of traditional and exclusive labelling 
facilities with this universal labelling machine

The labelling machine for efficient and effective self-adhesive labelling  
from the roll

Robust and sturdy – Made in Germany

Operation –
precise and user friendly

The modular design of our machine means 
that several self-adhesive dispensers can be 
flexibly located around the bottle carousel and 
if required also a wet glue labelling station can 
be attached.
Each self-adhesive dispenser is provided with 
a high torque servo drive which is synchro-
nised with the machine speed. The complete 
control electronics are integrated in the 
operator terminal which directly triggers the 
dispenser. The required parameters for posi-
tioning the labels are easy to set either on the 
dispenser or through the display.
Each self-adhesive dispenser is an inde-
pendent system with practical height, side 
and twofold angle adjustment manually by a 
spindle drive, reproducible through a counter 
and scale.
A pull out sledge can be provided for each 
dispenser for user friendly reel change and 
better machine accessibility. Alternatively we 
offer the possibility of preprogramme various 
labelling combinations. The simple changeover 
to other formats and label positioning and the 
easy to understand menu guide mean straight-
forward uncomplicated operation of the  
GERNEP LABETTA SK.

The dispenser unit  –  
accurate and self contained

Our self-adhesive units are tried and tested 
designs for both low and high capacity needs 
with up to three servo motors and primary loop 
winders for each unit.  
Modern servo motors ensure exceptionally 
smooth running even at high cycling speeds. The 
intelligent label tracking and tension roller system 
ensures accurate tracking through to transfer.  
A special microprobe means that paper as well 
as transparent plastic labels can be used and the 
trailing end facility makes operation easier.

Label transfer  – 
accurately servo controlled

The phased transfer of the self-adhesive labels 
is synchronised to the frequency controlled 
machine speed which ensures accurate label 
transfer to the container at any speed. 
Integration of a programmable logic control  
(PLC) ensures not only reliable operation but  
also provides the possibility of adding a whole 
range of facilities.

Special versions

A separate dispenser plate with a second label  
roll is available as an option for quick roll changes. 
Where space is at a premium, double reel holders 
can be mounted vertically as an independent unit 
provided with substantial loop buffers.
The version with two label units as a non-stop 
version with pneumatically switched dispenser 
edge is particularly useful. 
The stations can be moved out to replace label 
rolls.

GERNEP LABETTA SK

Fully automatic labelling machine for 
glass, plastic and metal containers

The GERNEP LABETTA SK is specially designed for precision self-adhesive 
labelling of the most diverse bottles and containers. The modular carousel 
design with up to 6 self-adhesive label dispensers provides a platform for 
customised and flexible configurations.
Self-adhesive labels from the roll provide completely new equipment con-
figurations in similar to the usual ones for cut paper labels using cold and 
hot glue processes. Label dependent fittings and their associated care and 
maintenance and the use of glue become things of the past. Added to this, 
product effective labelling is no longer compromised by printing limitations 
and restrictions.

Capacity range: 

Our labelling machines are customer orien-
tated individual solutions which we adapt to 
the respective capacity and format.

This means we develop and produce small 
and compact machines for small capacities 
right up to high performance machines over 
a whole range of equipment configurations.

 
Labels:

�■ Waterproof plastic labels

Containers:

Glass, plastic, metal and moulded containers

Pressure sensitive adhesive:

The containers should be dry for self-adhesi-
ve labelling, especially for no-label-look.

Additional attachments:

Modular, upgradable for 
future requirements 

Our flexible modular construction system 
means that we are able to incorporate opti-
onal additional attachments at the planning 
stage and retrofitting and changeover can 
be quickly and easily carried out.

More at: www.gernep.de
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System benefits of the GERNEP LABETTA SK
� 
■   Accurate labelling by locating the container precisely between  

the bottle plate and the centring bell
■  Container specific bottle plate turning mechanically or with servo control
■  Several self-adhesive dispensers, modular positioning
■  State of the art self-adhesive dispensers with smooth running precision motors
■   Each self-adhesive unit self contained, individually controllable, dispensing parameters   

easy to set and repeatable
■  Simple label positioning with 5-way dispenser setting,  
 reproducible
■  Perfect no-label-look labelling
■  Effective non-stop labelling possible
■  Combination of self-adhesive dispenser  
 with wet glue or hot melt units



Configuration possibilities:

The GERNEP ROLLINA is a universal labelling 
machine for promotional paper or plastic 
wrap around labelling on jars, bottles or cans, 
whether large or small wrap round labels – the 
only requirement is that the area to be labelled 
is not tapered or curved.

Wrap around labelling with hot melt for pre-cut labels from the magazine – 
economical and effective 

GERNEP ROLLINA
Robust and sturdy – Made in Germany

This fully automatic labelling machine was specially developed for economical 
wrap around labelling of glass, plastic and metal containers of various shapes 
and forms. Wrap around labelling with pre-cut paper or plastic labels works 
without the involvement of a gluing drum. The hot melt is applied economically 
as spots onto the container through high pressure nozzles and takes the label 
directly from the magazine.
The final gluing is by a continuous vertical glueoff strip. Using this economical 
and clean gluing method means we save not only on sizing parts and compo-
nents but also minimise the daily cleaning requirements.

System benefits of the GERNEP ROLLINA

�■  Compact, space saving machine design

■  Use of brand name components for control and drive means high machine availability

■   State of the art hot melt system: closed system, no foreign matter ingress,  
contact-free initial gluing, no reflux, no continuous recycling,  
always fresh glue

■  Targeted precision label transfer onto the container

■  Minimised maintenance and cleaning times

■  Driven toothed belts for rotating the bottle plates

■  Easy changeover

Fully automatic labelling machine 
for glass, plastic and metal containers

Firmly seated labels with very low glue usage

Hot melt is applied contact-free onto the container in spots with a hot melt unit through nozzles.  
These glue spots on the container pick off the label from the fixed label magazine.
The glueoff is by a gluing strip on the end of the label with a vertical strip. 
Any foreign material ingress is effectively prevented because it is a closed system without recycling, 
thus minimising cleaning. Where there are different label heights, nozzles required for gluing are simply 
activated or deactivated.

Easy changeover

The GERNEP ROLLINA provided for exceptionally 
quick changeover to other bottle sizes. 
Apart from the guiding parts, there is only a 
toothed belt wheel to change for change over  
to another container diameter. 
The initial gluing is adjusted by a handy 2 way 
setting.

Accurate roller heads

The rotating bottle controlled by the toothed 
belts rolls the label around the cylindrical 
container and glues it at the end.  The belt drive 
is substituted by a steering cross technology for 
a specific turn of the container plate for labelling 
moulded containers.

Operation – precise and user friendly

The ROLLINA is very easy to use. The machine 
works continuously with easy handling and a 
minimum of operating costs. Changeover to 
other containers and label formats is quick and 
easy. The closed hot melt system is absolutely 
low maintenance. 
The ROLLINA is complete with transparent,  
attractively shaped protective cladding and 
meets the highest accident prevention  
standards.

Capacity range: 

Our labelling machines are customer orien-
tated individual solutions which we adapt to 
the respective capacity and format.

This means we develop and produce small 
and compact machines for small capacities 
right up to high performance machines over 
a whole range of equipment configurations. 

Labels:

�■ Pre-cut paper and film labels 

�■ Pre-cut aluminium labels

Containers:

Glass, plastic, metal and moulded containers

 
Gluing system:

■ Hot glue labelling

Additional attachments:

Modular, upgradable for  
future requirements 

Our flexible modular construction system 
means that we are able to incorporate opti-
onal additional attachments at the planning 
stage and retrofitting and changeover can 
be quickly and easily carried out.

More at: www.gernep.de
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Configuration possibilities:

The GERNEP ROLLFED is specially designed for 
economical labelling particularly for round but 
also for oval or angular glass, plastic or metal 
containers and above all for soft PET bottles. 
This labelling machine, which uses inexpensi-
ve film labels of all types right through to no-
label-look from the reel, is universal and ideally 
suited to all the requirements in the beverage, 
food and non-food sectors.

Operation – glue saving, reliable and 
accurate

The GERNEP ROLLFED is designed as a 
compact carousel. It adapts automatically to 
the container infeed and discharge flow. Fully 
automatic and accurate, the labelling unit 
transports the labels using a servo motor going 
to the exact cutting position which is registe-
red positively by the colour contrast sensors.  
A special variable speed transmission makes 
the label positioning easier on the vacuum 
drum and the exact transfer onto the bottle 
table and enormously reduces complicated 
electronic synchronisation. 
This labelling machine is designed for ease 
of operation and to be highly reliable thanks 
to control electronics which ensure optimum 
glue dosing and providing for the possibility for 
preprogramming different bottle labelling.

Contact-free GERNEP gluing

The GERNEP ROLLFED only fixes the label on the 
container at the start and end of the label with 
sprayed on hot glue spots ensuring economic 
use of glue at the same time as ensuring firm 
label adhesion. The novel GERNEP gluing is 
contact-free direct onto the label on the transfer 
drum both at the start and end of the label. If the 
label is to be glued right up to the label end edge, 
the end gluing of the label can also be done by a 
height adjustable end gluing bar.

Wrap around perfect – from the reel with hot melt Robust and sturdy – Made in Germany

The GERNEP ROLLFED labelling machine with novel hot melt gluing techno-
logy for wrap around labelling of containers of the most varied shapes sets 
a benchmark for uncompromising straightforward technology. Together with 
the price advantage of film labels from the reel, the reduced glue usage and 
minimised cleaning times resulting from the contact-free start gluing means 
that the GERNEP ROLLFED is the inexpensive and economical answer to the 
increasing labelling demands in the beverage, food and chemical industries. 
Clear, ergonomic controls provide for problem free operation. 
Changeover and cleaning times are reduced to a minimum.

System benefits of the GERNEP ROLLFED

�■ Compact, user friendly machine design

■  Innovative hot melt label gluing in 2 different processes depending on requirements:

 - 1. Start and end gluing: hot melt adhesive application, contact-free on to the label,  
  on the vacuum drum.

 - 2. Start gluing: hot melt adhesive application contact-free through high pressure  
  nozzles direct onto the container.

  - End gluing: glue strips on the label end on the vacuum drum.

■   State of the art label hot melt system:  
closed system, no foreign matter ingress, contact-free initial gluing,  
no reflux, no continuous recycling, always fresh glue

■  Flexible speed compatibility and simple operation as complicated electronic synchronisation  
 between vacuum drum and cutting drum and bottle table has been eliminated

■  Fail-safe and simple operation with separate electronic control for machine, labelling unit  
 and gluing system

■  Shortest changeover times for different containers and labelling options

For PET bottles and glass, plastic and metal containers.

The ROLLFED glue management system

The ROLLFED glue management system consists 
of a stand-alone hot glue device with its own 
electronic control. The functions such as heat 
zones, glue temperature, glue dosing are entered 
simply with option keys. The device status is 
reliably shown by light displays.

The exact cut

The label is held on the cutting drum by vacuum, cut 
and then transferred to the vacuum drum for gluing.

Machine control  –  
convenient and reliable

The GERNEP ROLLFED control has been split into 
machine control, label unit control and glue ma-
nagement for ease of operation. This increases 
the operating reliability given the complexity of 
the exact interaction of operations.
Only tried and tested brand name components 
are used for the electronics.
Different container sizes are preprogrammable 
and can be called up individually from the menu.
The menu navigation, is self-explanatory and in 
several languages. 

GERNEP ROLLFED

Capacity range: 

Our labelling machines are customer orien-
tated individual solutions which we adapt to 
the respective capacity and format.

This means we develop and produce small 
and compact machines for small capacities 
right up to high performance machines over 
a whole range of equipment configurations. 

Labels:

�■ Paper and film labels from the reel

Containers:

PET containers or other plastics as well as 
glass or metal

Gluing system:

■ Hot melt labelling

Additional attachments:

Modular, upgradable for  
future requirements 

Our flexible modular construction system 
means that we are able to incorporate opti-
onal additional attachments at the planning 
stage and retrofitting and changeover can 
be quickly and easily carried out.

More at: www.gernep.de
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Hot glue labelling from the reel

This device delivers the label strip from the reel 
onto the vacuum cutting drum, which transfers 
the cut label to a transfer drum. Here glue is 
applied sparingly in sprayed spots at the start and 
end of the label. 
If the label is to be glued at the outside edge of 
the label end, the start gluing takes place directly 
onto the container and only the end gluing takes 
place on the vacuum transfer drum on the label 
already fixed to the container.

GERNEP COMBI

Capacity range: 

Our labelling machines are customer orien-
tated individual solutions which we adapt to 
the respective capacity and format.

This means we develop and produce small 
and compact machines for small capacities 
right up to high performance machines over 
a whole range of equipment configurations. 

Wet glue labelling from the magazine

Labels:

�■ Pre-cut paper labels
■ Pre-cut aluminium labels

Containers:

Glass, plastic, metal and moulded containers 

Hot melt labelling from the magazine

Labels:

�■ Pre-cut paper and film labels 

Containers:

Glass, plastic, metal and moulded containers 

Hot melt labelling from the reel

Labels:

�■ Pre-cut paper and film labels  
 from the reel

Containers:

PET or other containers in plastic,  
glass or metal

Self-adhesive labelling from the roll

Labels:

�■ Self-adhesive labels

Containers:

Glass, plastic, metal and moulded containers

Additional attachments:

Modular, upgradable for  
future requirements 

Our flexible modular construction system 
means that we are able to incorporate opti-
onal additional attachments at the planning 
stage and retrofitting and changeover can 
be quickly and easily carried out.

More at: www.gernep.de
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System benefits of the GERNEP COMBI

�■ High machine availability by using brand name components for  
 drive and control 

■ Carousel design with accurate bottle guiding 

■ Space saving compact design  

■ Tried and tested wet glue labelling from the magazine

■ Hot melt labelling from the magazine

■ Hot melt labelling from the reel

■ Self-adhesive labelling from the roll with servo motor  
 and electronically controlled dispensing 

■	 Automatic dispenser change for continuous operation over long periods is possible 

■	 The various labelling systems can  either be run individually or in  
 combination 

■	 Special speed modulating gear box for accurate label positioning 

■	 Simple operation though programming and the option of calling up  
 various labelling programmes 

■	 Reliable, PLC control proved thousands of times 

■	 The GERNEP modular design system means inexpensive and  
 uncomplicated changeover and retrofitting
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The machine design with almost all labelling possibilities The GERNEP COMBI brings together  
all of our tried and tested gluing systems

Efficient and economical

Up to 6 devices can be located on the machine table with different gluing 
systems or provision can be made for retrofitting.  
The individual devices can be run together or separately depending on 
requirements.
This is our reaction to customer demand for an inexpensive labelling 
machine which is fast and economical and keeps up with the rapid and 
ever changing market requirements. 

Compact and space saving

The compact design of the GERNEP COMBI means it can also be ins-
talled in confined spaces. Apart from the space required for freedom of 
movement for the operative, no additional space is required for changing 
module devices, for example.

The perfect combined machine for frequent label and container changes

With the GERNEP COMBI we offer filling and final packaging operators requiring frequent container and labelling  
changes as well as contract fillers all the possibilities of labelling the most varied glass, plastic and tinplate with  
one machine in a confined space. This enables a quick reaction to the most varied of demands from the beverage,  
food and chemical industries.

Labelling possibilities

■	Wet glue labelling from the magazine

■	Hot melt labelling from the magazine

■	Hot melt labelling from the reel

■	Self-adhesive labelling from the roll

High-end technology  
universal wet glue labelling

The traditional cold glue labelling with pre-cut 
paper labels from the magazine uses our newly 
designed labelling unit; compact and hermetically 
sealed against penetration of condensate, it has 
all the benefits of our 1000 times tried and tested 
unit. In addition the rubberised glue pallets it is 
also equipped with an intelligent adjusting system 
for optimum glue pattern. 

Combination examples of the GERNEP COMBI

Hot melt labelling from the magazine

A special hot melt device applies hot glue spots 
contact-free onto the container through nozzles. 
These glue spots on the container take the label 
direct from the fixed label magazine. A glue bar 
carries out the gluing at the end of the label with  
a vertical strip. 
Where there are different label heights the  
appropriate nozzles are either activated or  
deactivated. The rotating bottle, controlled by the 
toothed belts, rolls the label around the cylindrical 
pack and glues it at the end.

Self-adhesive labelling from the roll

Our special self-adhesive devices are well tried 
and tested designs for all capacity ranges. Mo-
dern servo motors, up to 3, ensure exceptionally 
smooth running even at high cycling speeds. The 
loop, guide and tension rollers ensure precise 
tracking of the label substrate right up to transfer. 
Using a special microprobe both paper and 
transparent plastic labels can be used. Roll end 
function with advanced warning makes operation 
easier.



Made in Germany

In tandem with our combined series and unit 
production on modern CNC centres all stages 
of work and processes are documented for 
later conversion and expansion work. Conti-
nuous quality control and detailed testing prior 
to despatch ensure rapid installation on site.

Installation/Repair Service  

After commissioning the machine, our world-
wide customer service offers reliable on site 
support. 
Our technical service personnel are, if neces-
sary, available anywhere in the world at short 
notice. Our telephone service is available to 
deal with questions on operation, setting and 
adjusting, maintenance and repair work and 
also for computer based remote maintenance, 
a cost saving way to deal with fault finding and 
troubleshooting.

Spares service  

Our comprehensive spares service ensures  
rapid availability for repairs and conversions. 
Our well stocked stores and flexible manufac-
turing ensure that even after years a com-
plete range of spares and fittings is available 
worldwide.

GERNEP – Your complete professional  
system supplier for modern and  
economic labelling machines
In our spacious, state of the art equipped plant in Barbing/Bavaria we develop and 
produce  our labelling machines and associated transporters in a 5000 sqm  
production area. With over 30 years experience in planning, design and production, 
each and every GERNEP machine is precision engineering, Made in Germany.
Our staff with many years of experience- each one a specialist in his field –  
represent precision, responsibility and quality. Our vertical depth of manufacture, 
from design right through to metal and plastic conversion on state of the art CNC  
machines means that we are largely independent of subcontractors and can  
complete our orders and deliver efficiently and on time.
Visit us and see our capability and performance for yourself.

Thanks to the profound know how of Helmut 
Gerstberger and Berthold Neppel, in company 
management, and the second generation 
Martin Hammerschmid, in sales management, 
we maintain an enviable customer orientation 
which enables us to make decisions, without 
interference, responsibly and by the quickest 
route.

From left: 
Helmut Gerstberger – Executive Director
Martin Hammerschmid – Senior Manager
Berthold Neppel – Executive Director

Advising

We advise right from the outset of an order on the 
best and most economical solution. 
Starting with the optimum processing materials 
and appropriate label formats through to other 
and further labelling possibilities, which our 
machines provide.

Project management

Our practice orientated development team will 
find the optimum solution for each and every 
design requirement. We advise quickly and  
without complications on site and work 
through and produce your project plans on the 
most modern CAD systems.

Design

Our labelling machines are designed by our 
specialist staff on the most modern CAD sys-
tems to meet special requirements. Ongoing 
new developments mean that our machines 
are always the latest state of the art models.
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MADE IN BAVARIA


